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FROM THE PRESIDENT
In a new twist to an old saying, there's only three things certain up in the morning, our netballers win premierships! With more
in life: death, taxes and OGs!
silverware in the cupboard, our Netball Club is now on the recruiting drive (see the Netball column for further details).
OGs footy in 2015 has been well worth the VAFA taxes we pay.
For those of you that have managed to come and watch, I'm In a very exciting turn of events we are also have a few of our
sure you'll agree Jon Knight and his coaching team have the Oggettes establishing an OGs Tennis Club and we are calling for
boys playing an exciting brand. Never more evident than our any Royal South Yarra Tennis Club members interested in helpimpressive win over the previously undefeated ladder-leaders ing form the core group. RSY have come to the party and
Kew, who had barely lost a quarter, let alone a game, before agreed we only need 6 members to build a Club of over 30, and
coming up against the might of the Oggery!
will put on monthly BBQs and drinks for us (see the Tennis column for further details).
A big reason for this exciting brand is also thanks to the energy
and work rate from many of our newest OGs in the Under 19s. 2015 is not only bring players to the club, it’s also bringing our
The growth of our players on and off the field this year has supporters back. OGs supporters have enjoyed the festivities at
been huge and our Under 23 Development Program is setting a Como each Saturday including morning teas organised by the
new benchmark in the VAFA. I have had numerous emails Under 19s parents and yet another sensational Pivot Lunch orthroughout the year commending our players for their charac- ganised by Lachie Stevens.
ter, respect and community involvement (see column on SecThe real festivities are only just getting warmed up though, as
ondBite later in the newsletter). Thanks again to Archie
we excitedly prepare for the 150+ Years of Greatness celebraWhiting, our sponsors and all those of you who have supported
tion of all things OGs on Saturday 1st August with over 500 peothis program.
ple locked in. If you can't make the event, be sure to book into
Despite the on field success in the first half of the season, we the second Pivot Luncheon on August 15th.
haven't had it all our way; player numbers have been a huge
I hope you can all keep improving the balance of certainties in
challenge for the Reserves and Club XVIII. Consequently, we
your life; keep death and taxes at bay, and boost your dose of
were forced to forfeit our beloved White Knights for the final 3
OGs. See you all soon!
games of the season. This was despite solid efforts from Matt
Graver and Will Sharp in managing the team over the last few Ogwards and Upwards,
months. Thanks also to Adam "Lefty" Wright in forgoing a Stevie Lansdell
bench for his Ressies team most weeks to support the Clubbies. President
Back on a brighter note, it seems as regularly as the sun comes Old Geelong Football Club
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THE COACH’S REPORT
Firstly can I say a big hello to the OGs community as I know I
have met many people but I know there are many more to get
to know. I’m sure I will get to meet many of you at our annual
ball but unfortunately I won’t be able to have a beer with you
all, as at last count there were over 500 people attending.
I also want to begin by saying it has been an absolute privilege
and pleasure to coach this great club since October 2014. I have
taken over a list of fine young men who want to learn and get
better and from what we have delivered so far I believe we
have. Having said that there is still such a long way to go.
The Under 19s have been a real highlight for the club this year.
Not only have their results been terrific they are a bunch of
great young men. Jimmy Wright and Matt Collister have been
exceptional role models, nurturing and coaching in a way that
all parents should be proud of. We all hope the players continue to develop for a very long time as great relationships formwith the senior playing group.
The Under 23 program led by Archie Whiting has lead from the
front offering up a diverse program for the guys that has benefitted them holistically with health and fitness opportunities at
Gript and community service programs with a variety of charities in the city.
I would also like to thank all players, coaches and committee
members for making my transition into this historical environment such a smooth one. It really is a special place and one my
family enjoy coming to every opportunity they get. Which
means a lot to me. I would like to thank Michael Holland for his
analysis work every week and general understandings of the
opposition leading into games. Especially for the first 9 games
when I didn’t know any of the opposition.

and went onto to play some terrific football in the first quarter
to find ourselves just in front at ¼ time. In hot conditions and
some players cramping they ran out winners but there were
some pleasing signs with many of our new players contributing.
Round 2 we were up against Old Mentone who jumped us and
found themselves 4 goals in front. This was when Colby O’Brien, Jason Barry, Cal Wood and many others stepped up. From
quarter time in this game I think we got the belief we needed to
kick start our season. Our structure, rotations, set-ups and
game plan were being executed with greater precision but we
knew there was still plenty to learn. Allowing Mentone to kick
100 points was something we were not happy with, so we went
to work on our defensive strategies.

In round 3 we travelled up to Whitefriars which hasn’t been a
happy hunting ground in the past but it was great to get the
result we required to continue on the winners list. New recruit
Jack McMeel kicked 5 and looked the goods and Colby was on
fire. The most pleasing aspect of the day was we didn’t take a
backward step when they tried to throw their weight around in
In regards to the season, the leadership group and all of the the closing stages of the game.
coaches decided to break the season into 3 sets of 6, meeting In round 4 we welcomed the winless Yarra Valley to Como and
after each group of 6 games. Our meeting have been very posi- we were feeling confident but we knew we couldn’t take them
tive and all players are very excited with the position we find lightly. We struggled early but when they had a player black
ourselves in at the moment. With the first group of 6 games we carded for the rest of the game, we took over. Aaron Bird was
were 5 wins and 1 loss and with the second group of 6 games impressive kicking 3 and all of our midfielders shared the ball
we managed 5 wins and 1 loss also. Leaving us 10 wins and 2 around, having an impact. Pleasing times and confidence was
losses after 12 games and with a very healthy percentage.
growing going to 3 and 1.
In round 1 we faced the ever impressive Kew who have jumped In round 5 we travelled to NOBS in what was a windy and diffi2 grades in the last 2 years. We watched them unfurl their flag cult day to showcase our skills and efficiency going forward.
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THE COACH’S REPORT [CONT.]
It took us 3 quarters to get going but in the last we kicked away
with a 45 point win. Gus Smith and Colby all had terrific games
and Cal Wood again got amongst the goals with a bag of 8.
On a roll now, we had enormous confidence going into the Bulleen Templestowe game, however we couldn’t take them lightly after they had a great win over St. Mary’s. Although we started very well and hit the scoreboard with real efficiency kicking
7 goals 1 in the first quarter to their 1 4. The trend of this heavy
scoring continued as we ran out winners by 30 goals with Jack
McMeel, Matt Young and Cal Woodkicking 8, 7 and 6 goals respectively.
Round 7 saw us take on Ormond, playing for 2nd spot. It was an
ugly game with many stoppages, with Ormond coming out winners by 12 points. We had a real crack but wasted some opportunities going forward. We also had Colby sent off, which made
it difficult in the last quarter but we were very gallant in defeat.

2nd and 3rd quarters as at the last break we found ourselves 9
points down.
Our last quarters have been a real highlight this year and again
they didn’t let us down. We piled on 7 goals to 1 to run out 29
point winners. Birdy was back to his electrifying best kicking 4
and really setting us off with a spark in the last quarter.

Against Prahran the club witnessed a future star of the club in
Sam Youngman. His attack on the man and footy was exceptional and he also stopped one of their most dangerous players.
He was awarded best player on the ground as a result which
was a real stepping stone for his future development. We had
some excellent spurts of brilliance in this game where we
placed 5 goals on the scoreboard in 5 minutes twice during the
game.

Round 11 saw us take on Whitefriars and after the first meeting
with had with them away we were ready for another tough
contest. However, we played some very clean and crisp football
right from the start which saw us go to a handy 6 goal lead at
quarter time. This then journeyed out to 14 goals at the last
break. What was most pleasing is that we kept going and
slammed on 8 in the last. Winning by 131 points was a very
pleasing result as it lifted our percentage above 2nd placed side
Round 9 saw us take on Old Mentone who are always difficult Ormond. Cal again kicked 6 and was dominant all day.
to beat at their home ground. We had plenty of the ball early With a side that looked very different from the game before we
but again didn’t hurt them on the scoreboard going in 9 points travelled out to Yarra Valley with 9 changes to the senior side.
up at the first break. The second quarter was better however, Being behind at quarter time to the bottom side was very disapas we managed to break away a little and hold onto a 4 goal pointing and definitely not a part of our plans. During the seclead with the assistance of Hugh Mackay, DA and Joycey playing ond quarter better signs began to appear as we had 9 shots on
very well in a variety of positions. Andy Leahy then went for- goal to 1 and we went in with a 4 goal lead. During the last half
ward and kicked some very important goals for us to seal the we were again inaccurate but got the job done winning by 61
game and with a 6 goal win we left quite happy but not at all points and doubling Yarra Valley’s score. Out of a cold and
pumped.
windy day we took the win and stayed in contention with the
Onto round 10 and we welcomed the fourth side of the competition to Como in St. Mary’s. We were quite concerned as their
form had been a little inconsistent although very dominant of
the bottom sides. Although they made us fight in the first quarter we managed to hold a lead that should have been more.
But as good side do they threw another challenge at us in the

top 2.
Round 13 was a huge game for the club as we welcomed the
undefeated Kew to Como and leading into the game we were
confident as we added some pace in some exciting Under 19s,
Charlie Youngman and David Ennells. Both boys were remarkable kicking 2 and 3 respectively. Both boys were in our best and
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THE COACH’S REPORT [CONT.]
again the future was on show. Before half time we were really
dominating the game but couldn’t put it on the scoreboard.
Leading by 11 was pleasing but we knew we needed to keep
going. Rupert Kemp continued his outstanding season dominating across half back repelling many challenges from Kew. As
scores were level at three quarter time we were quietly confident our fitness could overrun them. In the end this was to be
the case but only just as we got over the line by 13 points in a
great contest with high quality football played by both teams.

We now see ourselves just behind 1st and 2nd, with a bit of
momentum coming into the final third of the season. It would
be great to see as many of you as possible come down and support the boys as we strive for a top 2 position.
Jon Knight
Senior Coach
Old Geelong Football Club

UNDERS DELIVER ABOVE THE ODDS
As our boys sit a game clear on top of the ladder with eleven
wins and just the two losses, it offers us a good opportunity to
sit back and appreciate the efforts of those who have helped
get us to this fortunate position.
Firstly our two captains Jock Grimshaw and Charles Burbury
who have provided excellent leadership from the moment we
met them back in October. Their leadership has been in conjunction with their excellent on-field performance with Jock
leading our section in the goal kicking and Charles solid and dependable down at full-back. Jock and Charles have been ably
assisted by our Vice Captains Harry Wynn-Pope and Josh Hutley. It must be noted that Josh has recently undergone surgery
to repair a finger tendon yet has taken on the responsibility as
match day runner and again has shown exemplary leadership
while big Popey has been instrumental as our number 1 ruckman and has been pivotal in our success thus far.

group is. To see how much they enjoy playing together makes
coaching them a very easy and enjoyable task.

We would also like to thank the parents who travel from all corners of Victoria each week to both home and away games, sit
with us up in the coaches box and provide consistent support
and voice to help our boys through the game. We welcome all
Besides the playing group, thanks must go to the Committee
parents to come to the games and help us get the boys home.
and especially Steve Lansdell and Jimmy Legoe. The Club has
given us enormous resources to help recruit players and give With six weeks left until finals, we still have a lot of work to do
them the best start to their Old Geelong careers and without and we need to continue to grow and learn as a group in order
the continued support we would not be in the position that we to achieve what has been our ultimate goal. With this in mind
find ourselves in today.
we are very confident that with the group of young men we
have within our squad we can achieve our aim and provide the
As with many Under 19 teams at this time of the year our depth
next batch of Senior footballers for the Old Geelong FC.
has been tested during the uni. break. However the support
from the school boys has been sensational with as many as ten Ogwards & Upwards,
new school boys pulling on the Hoops for the first time. Thanks
Jimmy Wright & Matt Collister
must go to Dave Oman from Geelong Grammar who has helped
Under 19s Coaches
coordinate the school boys over the past three weeks.
Old Geelong Football Club
Both being from non-Geelong schools, in particular nonboarding schools, it continues to impress us how tight knit this
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RESERVES BATTLE MANFULLY
Seconds footy at the OGs in 2015 has found itself in very unfamiliar territory this year when compared with recent years. A
total of 69 players have played 2nds so far (27 playing one
game only), and there have been more ‘ins’ each week than
Willy Mason has Friday night beers! That said, the boys have
managed to be super competitive for long periods of time
against the top sides and squeezed in some strong results
against the lower ranked teams.
Another positive is 12 players having played at least 1 game of
1sts footy and helping to contribute to Senior success, and that
can only aid stronger club growth in the coming seasons. The
Adam “Lefty” Wright
last half of the year is aimed at taking a few top 4 scalps and
Reserves Coach
having an effect on the final four, as well as set a positive tone
Old Geelong Football Club
for the start of the 2016 pre-season.

CLUBBIES DEPART EARLY
It’s been a tough season for the Clubbies in 2015, with a rotating door policy of both players and coaching staff. After a
Round 1 forfeit, Will Sharp got the boys up and about for our
first win of the season. A Friday night under lights fixture then
kicked off a competitive streak, where we fell just short of several quality opponents.
Key performers on and off the field have been led by Sian Martin-Jankowsi, who at 6’7 stood tall as our ruckman, CHF and at
times, on-baller. Sian’s influence stretches further than the
field, however – he’d often arrive 10 minutes before the first
bounce with a car load of players, topping up the squad. Sian
has unfortunately headed overseas, taking his fluoro boots and
entourage with him. Other stalwarts week in, week out have
included Eamon ‘Crackers’ Keena, Ben Grice, Hamish PalmerHill, Harry Wetherall and Chris Hargreaves, who also regularly
brought along several mates to ensure we had enough numbers to play.

Moffatt split open packs every time he played, Stevie Lansdell
pulled on the boots from time to time, Sam Youngman managed a Clubbies-record 50+ disposals under lights, while Josh
Archer leads the goal-kicking from just two appearances,
prompting a permanent promotion to the reserves.
And of course, there was the now-annual Legends match
against Prahan Assumption in Round 11. With 1,691 combined
games experience and a handful of Old Geelong life members
pulling the jumper back on, the team looked stronger on paper
than it had in weeks. Unfortunately we were unable to register
a win, with Will Leaf, Xavier Shiels, Richard Herd and Marcus
Walkom among the team’s best performers.

Unfortunately, and due to an injury/unavailability epidemic, the
Clubbies won’t play out the final three games of the season. It’s
a disappointing end to a challenging year, but with youngsters
such as Zach Carroll and Hamish Kelso not only dominating at
Clubbies level but also pushing for Reserves selection, 2016 is
Rob Officer was a fixture at centre-half-forward in the opening already looking a little brighter.
half of the season, before a shattered nose ended his year ear- Big thanks to Will Reed, who worked tirelessly each week to
ly. Alex Carroll also saw his year cut short prematurely, suffer- help get the administrative side of the team into shape, and all
ing a broken back in the dying stages of the Hawthorn game. the lads that filled in each week when we were short.
Both players have been spotted on the sidelines at subsequent
Matt Graver
games, with the team missing both on the field.
Club XVIII Coach and Player
There have been cameos all season in no short measure – Nick Old Geelong Football Club
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MORE SUCCESS FOR NETBALLERS
The first half of the OGS netball season for 2015 has been very
successful with both teams making finals in their respective divisions at both Mac Roberts and Albert Park Pitts.

OGS RED BRING ANOTHER NETBALL FLAG!
Congratulations to OGS Red who blitzed their division taking
out the autumn premiership. The girls were strong contenders

OGS Red showed their opposition what they were all about from the start, dominating each week. With great confidence
with a very strong start to their season. Winning the majority of the girls have re-entered to challenge themselves to yet anoththeir games during the season, they earned themselves a posi- er successful season.
tion in finals. With a strong team effort the girls took out the
premiership cup at Albert Park Pitts.
The consistency of OGS White earned them a spot in the Grand
Final however due to too many girls escaping the cold Melbourne weather they were forced to pay the cost of having to
forfeit their final. Star shooter Anna Brodie was a stand out for
OGS Red with her shooting average sitting on 94%. New recruit
Amanda Blazey also impressed many with her athletic ability to
win the ball time and time again. Unfortunately Bella Anderson
has been sidelined for 10 weeks due to a back injury.
If you would like to be apart of OGS Netball please contact Sophie Faulkner at sophie.faulkner93@gmail.com or 0401 666 Back row: Ginney Eddey, Judy McKay, Lucy Cannard, Arabella Dorey
495.

Front row: Olivia Stone, Georgia Del Rio, Lucy Macdonald, Steph Wood

PIVOT LUNCH A SUCCESS
The first Pivot Club lunch of the year was held on the 23rd of
May when the OGs and sponsor for the day the Old Geelong
Collegians hosted Melbourne High. The lunch was another sell
out with over 120 people jammed into Como to watch the boys
take on Ormond AFC.
Yet again we were treated to a magnificent steak care of major
spoons Herd’s Meats and well catered for by Ruth VickersWillis. Special thanks also goes to Mitch Costin for again suppling the equipment for the day in addition to the principal
sponsor, William Batters (thanks Phillipe, Simon & Kait) and
major sponsor Ingrams & Co.

best cricketer in the world”. Along with a few stories about altercations with Rod Marsh and Allan Border; men you would
have thought you needed to be on good terms with!
Last but not least, I would like to make mention of the amazing
support we have received from the current group of U19 players and parents. With a table of 25 Parents and 15 players it
shows some great signs for the future to see the club has a
great batch up people around it for the years to come. Thanks
in particular to Hugh MacDonald and Rachel Grimshaw for leading the charge.

The second Pivot lunch for 2015 is scheduled for August 15th,
The guests were entertained by former test batsman Brad via the big gala dinner at Zinc on the 1st of August. We look
Hodge, who provided a create insight into his career, the chal- forward to seeing you all there again as we cheer on the Oggery
lenges that go with professional sport in an era that heralded a to a finals campaign.
batting line up of Langer, Hayden, Ponting, Hussey, Martyn, SyTo book your seats please contact Lachie Stevens on 0419 305
monds and Gilchrist...then there was the bowling lineup. Most
519 or lachie@lachstocktrading.com.
importantly, we learnt a little bit more about S.K. Warne, “the
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THANKS TO OUR PIVOT MEMBERS
PLATINUM MEMBERS
Williams Batters Real Estate
Angus the Bull (Hamish MacGowan)
Rex Gorell Family Group
Peter Chomley
Peter Lemon
Old Geelong Grammarian Asso-

ciation
Arcadia Hotel
Wilsons Real Estate (Geelong)
Mark & Karen Forster
Hugh & Jane Macdonald
Old Geelong Collegians Association

Boags Draught
Windsor Community Bank
Beverley Joyce
Jon & Popsy Mollard
MC Herd (Frank & Susie Herd)
Goodway Printing
The Goldsworthy Family

Trevor King
Chris Renwick
MC Herd (Rich Herd)
Ingrams (M.Gretton-Watson)
Sandy Hunter & Family
Steve Lansdell
Dan Ritchie

GOLD MEMBERS
Jim Allen
Michael Crawford
Peter & Jenny Holland
Neil Kearney
Jimmy Legoe
Guy Nevett
Mark Avery
Michael Davis
Lou Hope

John Keillor
Garth & Sue Manton
Lew & Di Officer
Basil Seymour
Rick Whalley
Adrian Bell
Henry Edgar
Sandy Hutton
Sue Lansdell

John & Kate Manton
Andrew Perry
Rob & Jane Southey
Ian & Sal Whiting
Tom Betts
Cullen Gunn
Tim Jackson
Barry Laws
Hamish McInnes

Tony Poolman
Rob Stewart
Nigel Wood
Malcolm & Wendy Browning
Chris & Pauleen Head
Peter Jewell
Bob & Rosie Legoe
Michael Moore
David Ross-Edwards

GENERAL MEMBERS
Stuart Anderson
Jo Breadmore
Sarah Davies
Sam Furphy
Al King
David & Marina Oman
Sam Sholl
Charles Atkins
Reg Bright

Andrew Dawson
Mark & Rachel Grimshaw
Henry Legoe
Alby Park
Alex Southey
Will & Lou Baylis
Rod Brown
Richard & Sarah de Crespigny
James Hope-Johnstone

Tom & Pat Legoe
Simon Perry
Jamie Welsh
Nick Bayne
Jane Burbury
Matt Edmonds
Pru Hunter
Mark Leslie
Will Reed

Peter Winter
Simon Bones
Matthew Carroll
Gary Fawcett
Simon & Cathie Kemp
David Mims
Tom Seymour
Harry Youngman

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
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